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1 IntrodutionDigital signal proessing has revolutionized the storage and transmission of audio signals,images and video, in onsumer eletronis as well as in more sienti� settings (suh asmedial imaging). The main advantage of digital signal proessing is its robustness: althoughall the operations have to be implemented with neessarily not quite ideal hardware, the apriori knowledge that all ideal outomes must lie in a very restrited set of well separatednumbers makes it possible to reover the ideal outomes by rounding o� appropriately. Whenbursty errors an ompromise this senario (as is the ase in many ommuniation hannels,as well as for storage in memory), making the \perfet" data unreoverable by rounding o�,knowledge of the type of expeted ontamination an be used to protet the data, prior totransmission or storage, by enoding them with error orreting odes; this is again doneentirely in the digital domain. All these advantages have ontributed to the present wide-spread use of digital signal proessing. Many signals, however, are inherently \analog" ratherthan digital in nature; audio signals, for instane, orrespond to funtions f(t), modelingrapid pressure osillations, whih depend on a \ontinuous" variable t (i.e. t ranges over Ror an interval in R , and not over a disrete set), and the range of f typially also �lls aninterval in R . For this reason, the �rst step in any digital proessing of suh signals mustonsist in a onversion of the Analog signal to the Digital world, usually abbreviated as A/D
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onversion. For di�erent types of signals, di�erent A/D shemes are used; in this paper,we restrit our attention to audio signals, and a partiular lass of A/D onversion shemesadapted to audio signals. Note that at the other end of the hain, after the signal has beenproessed, stored, retrieved, transmitted, ..., all in digital form, it needs to be reonverted toan analog signal that an be understood by a human hearing system; we thus need a D/Aonversion there.The digitization of an audio signal rests on two pillars: sampling and quantization. It isstandard to model audio signals by bandlimited funtions, i.e. funtions f 2 L2(R ) for whihthe Fourier transform f̂(�) = 1p2� Z 1�1 f(x)e�i�xdxvanishes outside an interval j�j � 
. Note that our Fourier transform is normalized so thatit is equal to its inverse, up to a sign hange,
f(x) = 1p2� Z 1�1 f̂(�)eix�d� :

The bandlimited model is justi�ed by the observation that for the audio signals of interestto us, observed over realisti intervals [�T; T ℄, k�j�j>
(�jtj�T f)^k2 is negligible omparedwith k�j�j�
(�jtj�T f)^k2 for 
 ' 2� � 20; 000 Hz. For band-limited funtions one an use awell-known sampling theorem, the derivation of whih is so simple that we inlude it herefor ompleteness: sine f̂ is supposed on [�
;
℄, it an be represented by a Fourier seriesonverging in L2(�
;
), i.e.̂f(�) =Xn2Z ne�in��=
 for j�j � 
 ;
where n = 12
 Z 
�
 f̂(�)ein��=
 = 1
r�2 f �n�
 � :We thus have f̂(�) = 1
r�2 Xn2Z f �n�
 � e�in��
 �j�j�
 ;
whih by the inverse Fourier transform leads to

f(x) =Xn2Z f �n�
 � sin(
x� n�)(
x� n�) =Xn2Z f �n�
 � sin(
x� n�) : (1)
This formula reets the well-known fat that an 
-bandlimited funtion is ompletelyharaterized by sampling it at the orresponding Nyquist frequeny 
� . However, (1) is notuseful in pratie, beause sin(x) = x�1 sinx deays too slowly. If, as is to be expeted,the samples f �n�
 � are not known perfetly, and have to be replaed, in the reonstrutionformula (1) for f(x), by ~fn = f �n�
 � + "n, then the orresponding reonstruted ~f(x) maydi�er appreiably from f(x). Indeed, the in�nite sumPn "nsin(
x�n�) need not onverge;even if we assume that we sum only over the �nitely many n satisfying ��n �
 �� � T (using the
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tait assumption that the f �n�
 � deay rapidly for n outside this interval), we will still notbe able to ensure a better bound thenjf(x)� ~f(x)j � C" logT ;sine T may well be large, this is not satisfatory.To irumvent this, it is useful to introdue oversampling. This amounts to viewing f̂ asan element of L2(��
; �
), with � > 1; for j�j � �
 we an then represent f̂ by a Fourierseries in whih the oeÆients are proportional to f � n��
�,
f̂(�) = 1�
r�2 Xn2Z f �n��
� e�in��=�
 for j�j � �� :

Consider now a funtion g suh that ĝ is C1, and ĝ(�) = 1p2� for j�j � �, ĝ(�) = 0 forj�j > �. Then f̂(�) = ��
Xn2Z f �n��
� e�in��=�
 ĝ���
 � ;
resulting in f(x) = 1�Xn2Z f �n��
� g

�
� x� n�� : (2)
Beause g is smooth with fast deay, this series now onverges absolutely and uniformly;moreover if the f � n��
� are replaed by ~fn = f � n��
� + "n in (2), with j"nj < ", then thedi�erene between the reonstruted ~f(x) and f(x) an be bounded uniformly:

jf(x)� ~f(x)j � "1�Xn2Z
����g�
� x� n������ � "Cg (3)

where Cg = ��1kg0kL1 + kgkL1 does not depend on T . Oversampling thus buys the freedomof using reonstrution formulas, like (2), that weigh the di�erent samples in a muh moreloalized way than (1) (only the f � n��
� with ��x� n��
 �� \small" ontribute signi�antly). Inpratie, it is ustomary to sample audio signals at a rate that is about 10 or 20% higherthan the Nyquist rate. For high quality audio, a traditional sampling rate is 44,000 Hz.The above disussion shows that moving from \analog time" to \disrete time" an bedone without any problems or serious loss of information: for all pratial purposes, f isompletely represented by the sequene �f � n��
��n2Z. At this stage, eah of these samplesis still a real number. The transition to a disrete representation for eah sample is alledquantization.The simplest way to \quantize" the samples f � n��
� would be to replae eah by a trun-ated binary expansion. If we know a priori that jf(x)j � A < 1 for all x (a very realistiassumption), then we an write
f �n��
� = �A+ A 1Xk=0 bnk2�k ;
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If we an \spend" � bits per sample, then a natural solution is to just selet the (bnk)0�k���1;reonstruting ~f(x) from the approximate ~fn = �A+ AP��1k=0 bnk2�n then leads tojf(x) � ~f(x)j � C2��+1A, where C is independent of � or f (see above). Quantized rep-resentations of this type are used for the digital representations of audio signals, but theyare, in fat, not the solution of hoie for the A/D onversion step. (Instead, they are usedafter the A/D onversion, one one is �rmly in the digital world.) The main reason for thisis that it is very hard (and therefore very ostly) to build analog devies that an divide theamplitude range [�A;A℄ into 2��+1 preisely equal bins.It turns out that it is muh easier (= heaper) to inrease the oversampling rate, and tospend fewer bits on eah approximate representation ~fn of f � n�
��. By appropriate hoies of~fn one an then hope that the error will derease as the oversampling rate inreases. Sigma-Delta (abbreviated by ��) quantization shemes are a very popular way to do exatly this,oversampling signi�antly, and then spending very few bits per sample, ahieving neverthe-less a lose approximation for the overall funtion f when the oarsely quantized ~fn are usedinstead of the true samples f � n��
� in (3). In the most extreme ase, every sample f � n��
�is replaed by just one bit, i.e. by Aqn with qn 2 f�1; 1g; in this paper we shall restritour attention to suh 1-bit �� quantization shemes. Although multi-bit �� shemes arebeoming more popular in appliations, there are many instanes where 1-bit �� quantiza-tion is used. In the next setion we explain the algorithm underlying �� quantization inits simplest version, we review the mathematial results that are known, and we formulateseveral questions, some of whih we shall address in this paper in setion 3. We onlude, insetion 4, with many open problems and outlines for future researh.
2 First order ��-quantization2.1 The simplest boundFor the sake of onveniene, we shall set (by hoosing appropriate units if neessary) 
 = �and A = 1. We are thus onerned with oarse quantization of funtions f 2 C2 = fh 2L2; khkL1 � 1, support ĥ � [��; �℄g; for most of our results we also an onsider the largerlass C1 = fh; ĥ is a �nite measure supported in [��; �℄; khkL1 � 1g. With these normalizations (3) simpli�es tof(x) = 1�Xn f �n�� g �x� n�� ; (4)
with g as desribed before, i.e.ĝ(�) = 1p2� for j�j � �; ĝ(�) = 0 for j�j > �� and ĝ 2 C1 : (5)It is not immediately lear how to onstrut sequenes q� = (q�n)n2Z, with q�n 2 f�1; 1g foreah n 2 Z, suh that ~fq�(x) = 1�X q�ng �x� n�� (6)
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provides a good approximation to f . The most naive idea would be to take simply q�n =sign �f �n���. This doesn't work, for the simple reason that there exist in�nitely manyindependent bandlimited funtions ' that are everywhere positive (suh as the lowest orderprolate spheroidal wave funtions for arbitrary time intervals and suÆiently small symmetrifrequeny intervals; see e.g. [14, 12℄; piking the signs of samples as andidate q�n would makeit impossible to distinguish between any two funtions in this lass.First order ��-quantization irumvents this by providing a simple iterative algorithmin whih the q�n are onstruted by taking into aount not only f �n�� but also past f �m� �;we shall see below how this leads to good approximate ~fq� . Conretely, one introduesan auxiliary sequene (un)n2Z (sometimes desribed as giving the \internal state" of the�� quantizer) iteratively de�ned by8<: un = un�1 + f �n��� q�nq�n = sign�un�1 + f �n��� ; (7)
and with an \initial ondition" u0 arbitrarily hosen in (�1; 1). These un are then all boundedby 1 by a simple indutive argument. We prove this in two steps:Lemma 2.1 For any f 2 C1, the sequene (un)n2N de�ned by the reursion (7) is uniformlybounded, junj < 1 for all n � 0, if ju0j < 1.ProofSuppose jun�1j < 1. Beause f 2 C1; ��f �n���� � 1, so that ��f �n��+ un�1�� < 2, hene��f �n��+ un�1 � sign �f �n��+ un�1��� < 1.

For negative n, we �rst have to transform the system (7) into a reursion in the otherdiretion. To do this, observe that for n � 1 we haveun�1 + f �n�� > 0) un � f �n�� = un�1 � 1 < 0un�1 + f �n�� < 0) un � f �n�� = un�1 + 1 > 0:
In all ases we have thus sign (un � f �n��) = � sign(un�1 + f �n��). The reursion (7)therefore implies, for n � 1,un�1 = un � f �n��� sign(un � f �n��) ; (8)whih we an now extend to all n, making it possible to ompute un for n < 0 orrespondingto the \initial" value u0 2 (�1; 1). The same indutive argument then proves that these unare also bounded by 1. We have thusProposition 2.1 The reursion (7), with ju0j < 1 and f 2 C1, de�nes a sequene (un)n2Zfor whih junj < 1 for all n 2 Z.>From this we an immediately derive a bound for the approximation error jf(x)� ~fq�(x)j.5



Proposition 2.2 For f 2 C1; � > 1, we de�ne the sequene q� through the reurrene (7),with u0 hosen arbitrarily in (�1; 1). Let g be a funtion satisfying (5). Then�����f(x)� 1�Xn q�ng �x� n������� � 1�kg0kL1 : (9)
ProofUsing (4), summation by parts, and the bound junj < 1, we derive�����f(x) � 1�Xn q�ng �x� n������� = 1� �����Xn �f �n��� q�n� g �x� n�������

= 1� �����Xn un�g �x� n��� g�x� n+ 1� �������
� 1�Xn

����g �x� n��� g�x� n+ 1� �����
� 1�Xn

Z x�n�x�n+1� jg0(y)jdy = 1�kg0kL1This extremely simple bound is rather remarkable in its generality. What makes it workis, of ourse, the speial onstrution of the q�n via (7); the q�n are hosen so that, for any N ,the sum PNn=1 q�n losely traks PNn=1 f �n��, sine����� NXn=1 f �n��� NXn=1 q�n
����� = juN � u0j < 2 :

If we hoose u0 = 0 (as is ustomary), then we even have����� NXn=1 f �n��� NXn=1 q�n
����� = juN j < 1 ; (10)

this requirement (whih an be extended to negative N) learly �xes the q�n unambiguously.The \�" in the name ��-modulation or ��-quantization stems from this feature of traking\sums" in de�ning the q�n; ��-modulation an be viewed as a re�nement of earlier �-modulation shemes, to whih the sum-traking was added. There exists a vast literature on��-modulation in the eletrial engineering ommunity; see e.g. the review books [2℄ and[13℄. This literature is mostly onerned with the design of, and the study of good designriteria for, more ompliated ��-shemes. The one given by (7) is the oldest and simplest[2℄, but is not, as far as we know, used in pratie. We shall see below how better boundsthan (9), i.e. bounds that deay faster as � ! 1, an be obtained by replaing (7) byother reursions, in whih higher order di�erenes play a role. Before doing so, we spend theremainder of this setion on further omments on the �rst-order sheme and its properties.6



2.2 Finite �ltersIn pratie, one annot use �lter funtions g that satisfy the ondition in (5) beause theyrequire the full sequene (q�n)n2Z to reonstrut even one value f(x). It would be loser tothe ommon pratie to use G that are ompatly supported (and for whih the support ofĜ is therefore all of R , in ontrast with (5)). In this ase, the reonstrution formula (4)no longer holds, and the approximation error has additional ontributions. Suppose G issupported in [�R;R℄, so that, for a given x, only the q�n with jx� n� j < R an ontribute tothe sum Pn q�nG(x� n�). De�ne I�;Rjxj = fn; jx� n� j < Rg. Then we have�����f(x) � 1� Xn2I�;R(x) q�nG�x� n��
������ (11)

� �����f(x)� 1�Xn f �n��G�x� n�������+ 1� �����Xn �f �n��� q�n�G�x� n������� :The seond term an be bounded as before. We an bound the �rst term by introduing againan \ideal" reonstrution funtion g, satisfying supp ĝ � [���; ��℄ and ĝj[��;�℄ � (2�)�1=2.Then �����f(x) � 1�Xn f �n��G�x� n�� ����� = 1������Xn f �n�� hg �x� n���G�x� n��i �����
� 1�Xn

�����g �x� n���G�x� n�� ����� � kG� gkL1 + ��1kG0 � g0kL1 ;
by imposing on G that the L1 distane of G and G0=� to g and g0=�, respetively, must beless than C=� for at least one suitable g, this term beomes omparable to the estimate forthe �rst term. (This means that G depends on �; the support of G typially inreases with�.) For the speial ase where jf̂ j is integrable, we an also bound the �rst term in a simplerway, by Fourier transforming and applying the Poisson summation formula:�����f(x) � 1�Xn f �n��G�x� f �n��� ����� �

� 1p2� Z 1�1
�����f̂(�)� 1p2��Xn Z 1�1 f̂(�)e�in� (���)Ĝ(�)d������ d�

� 1p2� Z 1�1 jf̂(�)�p2�Ĝ(�)Xk f̂(� + 2�k�)jd�
� Z ��� jf̂(�)j ���� 1p2� � Ĝ(�)���� d� +Xk 6=0

Z ��� jf̂(�)j jĜ(� � 2�k�)jd� ;
where we have exploited that f 2 C1, and f̂ is supported in [��; �℄. It follows that if Ĝj[��;�℄is loser to 1p2� than C1� , and if Ĝ has suÆient deay so thatPk 6=0 jĜ(��2�k�)j�̂j�j�� � C2�(jĜ(�)j � C3(1 + j�j)�2�" would be suÆient), then (11) is bounded by C=�.7



Note that in pratie, and exept at the �nal D/A step mentioned in the introdution,bandlimited models for audio signals are always represented in sampled form. This meansthat one a digital sequene (q�n)n2Z is determined, all the �ltering and manipulations willbe digital, and an estimate loser to the eletrial engineering pratie would seek to bounderrors of the type �����f �m� ��X� q�nG�m�n����� ; (12)
using disrete onvolution with �nite �lters G�, rather than expressions of the type (9) or(11). If we were interested in optimizing onstants relevant for pratie, we should on-entrate on (12) diretly. For our present level of modeling however, in whih we want tostudy the dominant behavior as a funtion of �, working with (9) or (11), or their equivalentforms for higher order shemes, below, will suÆe, sine (12) will have the same asymptotibehavior as (11), for appropriately hosen G�m. Unless spei�ed otherwise, we shall assume,for the sake of onveniene, that we work with reonstrution funtions g satisfying (5).
2.3 More re�ned boundsIn pratie, one observes better behavior for jf(x)� ~fq�(x)j than that proved in Proposition2.2. In partiular, it is believed that, for arbitrary f 2 C1, one has

limT!1 12T Zjtj�T
�����f(t)� 1�Xn q�ng �t� n�������2 dt � C�3 ; (13)

with C independent of f 2 C1 or of the initial ondition u0 for the reursion (7). Whetherthe onjeture (13) holds, either for eah f 2 C1, or in the mean (taking an average over alarge lass of funtions in C1 or C2, with respet to an appropriate probability measure) isstill an open problem.A priori, it is not surprising that a better bound than (9) would hold. After all, we usedvery little in the derivation of (9). In partiular, we never used expliitly that the f �n�� weresamples of the very smooth (beause bandlimited) funtion f |we would have obtained thesame C=� bound if the samples f �n�� had been replaed by any other bounded sequene(an)n2Z for whih f(x) = 1�Xn ang �x� n�� : (14)
(There exist many suh sequenes, beause the g �x� n�� are typially not independent. Forinstane, if ĝ(�) = 0 for � 2 I = [���;��(1�")�℄[ [�(1�")�; �℄, and if b̂ is a �nite measuresupported in I, then b̂ĝ � 0, implyingPn b �n�� g �x� n�� = 0 for all x. We ould thus takean = f �n��+ b �n�� for any suh b, and satisfy (14). If in addition we impose b̂ to be real andeven, and jb̂j � , then we would still have an 2 [�1; 1℄ for real f 2 C1 with kfkL1 � 1� .An example would be bn =  osn� �1� "2�. ) We ould use suh muh \wilder" sequenes(an)n2Z in (7) and generate other possible 1-bit sequenes q, for whih we do not expetfq to approximate f as well as when the true samples are used. This argument leads us to
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suspet that the deay in ��1 in (9) is not optimal. However, it turns out to be easier toderive the bound (9) than to improve on it.For some speial ases, i.e. for very restrited lasses of funtions f , (13) has beenproved. In partiular, it was proved by R. Gray [5℄ that if one restrits oneself to f = fa,where a 2 [�1; 1℄ and fa(t) � a, thenZ 1�1
24 limT!1 12T Zjtj�T

�����fa(t)� 1�Xn q�ng �t� n�������2 dt
35 da � C�3 ; (15)

in Gray's analysis the integral over t is a sum over samples, and g is replaed by a disrete�lter G� (see above), but his analysis applies equally well to our ase. A di�erent proof anbe found also in [9℄. Gray's result was later extended by Gray, Chou and Wong [6℄ to thease where the input funtion f(t) is a sinusoid, f(t) = a sin bt, with jbj < �.For general bandlimited funtions, there were no results, to our knowledge, until thework of S. G�unt�urk [7, 8℄, who proved, by a ombination of tools from number theory andharmoni analysis, that, for all f 2 C1 and all t for whih f 0(t) 6= 0,�����f(t)�Xn q�ng� �t� n������� � C�� 43+" : (16)
In G�unt�urk's analysis the value of C depends on jf 0(t)j; his g� (into whih the 1=� fatorfrom (9) has been absorbed) is ompatly supported, and has to satisfy various tehnialonditions. Although there is no mathematial proof for the moment, numerial simulationsof intermediate results in G�unt�urk's work suggest that (16) may still hold, for general f 2 C1,if the upper bound C�� 43+" is replaed by C�� 32+". For more details onerning the wholeanalysis and this disussion in partiular, we refer the reader to [8℄.
2.4 RobustnessIn pratie, the reursive sheme (7) would be implemented by a simple feed-bak loopiruit, with blok diagram given in Figure 1.
f �n�� - L - L -Un Delay -Un�1 q - - q - d�n

�6
� �

Figure 1: Blok diagram implementing a �rst-order �� modulation. The symbol d standsfor 1-bit quantization: the output of this blok is simply the sign of the input.For readers not austomed to reading these diagrams, here is a simple road map. Thewhole diagram represents an algorithm, in whih several quantities are omputed from new9



inputs or previously omputed quantities; all the omputations are done instantaneously, butonly at regularly ourring \lok times", represented here by values of n 2 Z (in pratie,nothing is ever instantaneous, of ourse, but we assume here that the omputation timeis signi�antly shorter than the lok time). Every arrow orresponds to a number thatgets transmitted (sometimes in di�erent diretions) and that an be used in omputations(adders or subtrators in our diagram), transformed (the quantizer box near the right of thediagram), or held bak for one yle (stored in memory and reovered, as in the \Delay"box). At every loking time (i.e. at suessive values of n 2 Z), a new sample value f �n��is read in, and a new d�n an be read out. By giving the quantity entering the Delay box thelabel Un, we see that Figure 1 is equivalent to� Un = Un�1 + f �n��� d�nd�n = sign(Un�1) :This is not quite the same as (7), but upon de�ning un := Un+1 � f �n+1� � ; q�n := d�n+1, itredues exatly to (7).Remarkably, one an give a very similar blok diagram for a iruit or algorithm thatomputes, from the input sequene x0 = � 2 (�1; 1), xn = 0 for n > 0, the suessive entries(bn)n2N of the binary expansion of 12(�+ 1); this blok diagram is given in Figure 2.
xn - L - L -Un Delay -Un�1 q - - q - dn

?�
� ��Æ ��26

Figure 2: With input x0 = � 2 (�1; 1); xn = 0 for n > 0, the output (dn)n of this blokdiagram gives a binary representation for �; more preisely, 12(1 + dn) are the entries in thebinary expansion of 12(1 + �).The reursive algorithm reads nowUn = 2Un�1 + xn � dndn = sign(Un�1) :After the transformation ~un = Un+1 � 12xn+1, ~bn = dn+1, this beomes� ~un = 2~un�1 + xn � ~bn~bn = sign(2~un�1 + xn) (17)
One easily heks that if ~u�1 is hosen to be 0, if x0 = � with � 2 (�1; 1), and xn = 0for n > 0, then j~unj < 1 for all n (the same indution argument as before works, sine
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j2~un�1 + xnj equals either jx0j < 2 for n = 0, or 2j~un�1j < 2 if n > 1), so that������� NXn=0 2�n~bn
����� = ����� NXn=0 2�n(xn � ~bn)�����

= j NXn=0 2�n(~un � 2~un�1)j = j2�N ~uN j < 2�N ! 0 as N !1
onverging exponentially like a binary expansion. (Sine the bn 2 f�1; 1g, this is not quitea binary expansion; however, the bn = 1+~bn2 2 f0; 1g are the digits for the binary expansionof 1+�2 .)The only di�erene between the two blok diagrams lies in the presene of the multiplierby 2 in the feedbak loop in Figure 2, absent in Figure 1. How an this be squared with ourlaim in the Introdution, i.e. how an �� quantization, whih uses the iruit in Figure 1,be so muh heaper to implement than binary quantization of less frequent samples, whihwould use a iruit akin to Figure 2? The answer is that both iruits behave very di�erentlywhen imperfetions, in partiular imperfet quantizers, are introdued. Quantizers are neverperfet. Although we might desire to use q(x) = sign(x) for our 1-bit quantizer, we mustexpet that in pratie we may have, e.g., q(x) = sign(x + Æ), where Æ is unknown (andmay vary from one hip to another), exept for the spei�ation jÆj < � . A good algorithmor iruit is one that will perform well even without very stringent requirements on � ; ifextremely tight spei�ations on � are neessary to make everything work, then this willtranslate into an expensive iruit.Let us replae the \sign" funtion in (7) by suh a non-ideal quantizer; the new reursionis then � un = un�1 + f �n��� qnqn = Q �un�1 + f �n��� ; (18)and let us assume that Q(t) = sign(t� Æ) for some Æ with jÆj � � < 1. It turns out that theun are still bounded, uniformly in Æ 2 [��; � ℄:Proposition 2.3 Let f be in C1, let un; qn be as de�ned in (18), and let Æ 2 [��; � ℄ be �xed.If ju0j � 1� � , then junj � � + 1 for all n.ProofFor n � 0, we use indution again. Suppose jun�1j � �+1. Beause f 2 C1; ��f �n���� � 1. Wenow distinguish three ases. If un�1+f �n�� > �, then un = un�1+f �n���1 2 (��1;�+1).Likewise, if un�1 + f �n�� < ��, then un = un�1 + f �n�� + 1 2 (��� 1;��+ 1). Finally,if �� � un�1 + f �n�� � �, then Q(un�1 + f �n��) ould be either +1 or �1, so un =un�1 + f �n���Q(un�1 + f �n��) 2 (��� 1;�+ 1).To disuss the ase n � 0, we need to transform (18) again. Beause Q(t) = sign(t� Æ)for some unknown Æ, we have in fat un 2 (�1 + Æ; 1 + Æ) for all n � 0, if we start fromu0 in this range. (The hoie u0 2 (�1 + �; 1 � �) ensures this.) It then follows thatun� f �n�� < Æ if un�1 + f �n�� > Æ, and un� f �n�� > Æ if un�1+ f �n�� < Æ, so that (18) analso be rewritten as un�1 = un � f �n���Q �un � f �n���qn�1 = Q �un � f �n��� :11



This implies, again by indution, un 2 (�1 + Æ; 1 + Æ) � (�1��; 1 + �) for all n � 0.By the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 2.2, this has as an immediateonsequene.Corollary 2.1 Let f be in C1, let � be > 1, and suppose g satis�es (5). Suppose thesequene (q�n)n2Z is generated by (18), with the imperfet quantizer Q(t) = sign(t+Æ), whereÆ 2 [��; � ℄ is arbitrary, and � < 1. Then, for all t 2 R ,�����f(t)� 1�Xn q�ng �t� n������� � 1 + �� kg0kL1 : (19)
We an also onsider the ase where Æ 2 [��; � ℄ need not be �xed, i.e. where we haveun = un�1 + f �n��� qn (20)qn = sign �un�1 + f �n��� Æn� ;
with (Æn)n a sequene suh that jÆnj � � for all n.Proposition 2.4 Let f be in C1, let un; qn be de�ned as in (20), with jÆnj � � for all n. Ifju`j � 1 + � , then junj � 1 + � for all n � `.ProofSame as in the �rst half of the proof of Proposition 2.3.Beause we now have only a one-sided estimate for the junj (i.e. only for n � `), we haveto replae (19) by a one-sided estimate in t as well. One has thenCorollary 2.2 Let f be in C1, let � be > 1, and suppose g satis�es (5) as well as jg(t)j ��(jtj + 1)�M�1, for some M � 1. Choose N � �jT j=M . Suppose the sequene (q�n)n2Z;n��N isgenerated by (20), starting with ju�N�1j � 1 + � , and assuming jÆnj � � for all n � �N .Then, for all � � 0,�����f(t)� 1� 1Xn=�N q�ng �t� n������� � 1� � CM + (1 + �)kg0kL1� (21)
Proof

12



We have, for t � 0,�����f(t) � 1� 1Xn=�N q�ng �t� n�� �����
� 1� ������N�1Xn=�1 f �n�� g �t+ n�������+ 1� ����� 1Xn=�N(un � un�1)g �t� n�������
� 1� 1Xm=N+1

�����g �t+ m� � �����+ 1� ����� 1Xn=�N un
�g �t� n��� g�t� n+ 1� �������� � Z 1N=�(1 + jt+ sj)�M�1ds+ 1�(1 + �)kg0kL1

� CM �1 + N� ��M + 1�(1 + �)kg0kL1 :
Sine N � �1+1=M , the desired estimate follows.If one replaes the \perfet" reonstrution funtion g by a suitable ompatly supportedG�, as in x2.2, then one an also derive one-sided estimates similar to (21), exploiting theompatness of support(G�). Although we must pay some penalty for the imperfetion of thequantizer in all these ases (the onstants inrease), the preision that an be attained is nev-ertheless not limited by the imperfetion: by hoosing � suÆiently large, the approximationerror an be made arbitrarily small.The same is not true for the binary expansion shemes (17). Suppose we use (17) togenerate bits ~bn 2 f�1; 1g, and onsider the approximation �N = PNn=0 2�n~bn to the input�, as before; the quantizer has been hanged to Q(t) = sign(t � Æ), however. Supposenow � = Æ2 ; for the sake of de�niteness, assume Æ > 0. Then (17), with this imperfetquantizer, will give ~b0 = �1, so that �N = ~b0 +PNn=1 2�n~bn � �2�N for all N , implyingj� � �N j > Æ2 for all N . The mistake made by the imperfet quantizer annot be reoveredby working harder, in ontrast to the self-orreting property of the ��-sheme. In orderto obtain good preision overall with the binary quantizer, one must therefore impose verystrit requirements on � , whih would make suh quantizers very expensive in pratie (oreven impossible if � is too small). On the other hand [3℄, ��-quantizers are robust undersuh imperfetions of the quantizer, allowing for good preision even if heap quantizers areused (orresponding to less stringent restritions on �). It is our understanding that it is thisfeature that makes ��-shemes so suessful in pratie. It would be better, however, to seethe approximation error deay faster with �; faster even than the �� 32 estimate onjeturedto hold for �rst order ��-quantization of bandlimited funtions (see x2.3 above). For thisfaster deay we must turn to higher order shemes.
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3 Higher order ��-quantization3.1 The general prinipleThe proof of Proposition 2.2 suggests a mehanism by whih better deay for jf(x)� ~fq�(x)jould be obtained. The argument relied ompletely on the fat that f �n���q�n was rewrittenas the �rst di�erene of a bounded sequene; summation by parts then gave the estimate.The following proposition states that if we an work with k-th order (instead of �rst-order)di�erenes of bounded sequenes, then we shall obtain a ��k deay for jf(x)� ~fq�(x)j insteadof the ��1 deay of (9).Proposition 3.1 Take f 2 C1; take � > 1, and suppose g satis�es (5). Suppose that theq�n 2 f�1; 1g are suh that there exists a bounded sequene (vn)n2Z for whih
f �n��� q�n = �kn(v) := kXl=0 (�1)l�kl�vn�l : (22)

Then, for all x 2 R , �����f(x)� 1�Xn2Z q�ng �x� n������� � 1�k kvkl1 dkgdxkL1 (23)
ProofIt follows from (22) that

jf(x) � 1�Xn q�ng �x� n������� = 1� �����Xn �f �n��� q�n� g �x� n�������
= 1� �����Xn �kn(v)g �x� n������� = 1� �����Xn vn�kn �g �x� ��������� ;

where �k is the k-th order forward di�erene. Thus (see [4℄, p. 137)�kn �g �x� ���� =Pkl=0(�1)l�kl�g �x� n+l� �
= 1�k�1 R k=�0 g(k) �x� n+k� + t�'k(�t)dt ;where 'k is the k-th order B-spline, 'k = �[0;1℄ � � � � ��[0;1℄ (k onvolution fators). Note that'k is positive, and supported on [0; k℄ (so that we an just as well replae the integrationlimits by �1 and 1). Moreover, Pm2Z 'k(y +m) = 1 for all y 2 R , and all k 2 N n f0g.
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It follows that we an estimate�����f(x) � 1�Xn2Z q�ng �x� n������� �
� 1�k kvkl1Xn Z 1�1 jg(k)(x� n+ k� + t)j'k(�t)dt
= 1�k kvkl1Xn Z 1�1 jg(k)(y)j'k(�y � �x+ n+ k)dy
= 1�k kvkl1kg(k)kL1 :RemarkAs in the �rst-order ase, we an adapt this to the ase where only �nitely many onseutivesamples f �n�� are known, and only the orresponding �nitely many q�n are omputed. If(22) holds for n = 0; : : : ; N , then we an still onlude, by deomposing the error into twoomponents as in setion 2.2, that�����f(x) � 1� NXn=0 q�ng �x� n�������

� CK "(1 + x2)�K + (1 +�x� N� �2)�K#+ 1�k ( max�k�n�N jvnj)dkgdxkL1 ;
where we assumed that jg(x)j �� (1 + x2)�K�1=2. We shall therefore onentrate on theforward reursion only, and on proving bounds on max�k�n�N jvnj that are independent of N .The key to better deay in � for the approximation rate is thus to onstrut algorithms of type(22) with k > 1 and uniformly bounded vn. A �� algorithm whih has suh uniform boundson the \internal state variables" is alled \stable" in the eletrial engineering literature; seee.g. [11℄. We are thus onerned here with establishing the existene of stable �� shemesof arbitrary order. We �rst disuss the ase k = 2 and 3, before proeeding to general k.
3.2 Seond-order �� shemesWe shall onsider the reursion8<: un = un�1 + xn � qnvn = vn�1 + unqn = sign[F (un�1; vn�1; xn)℄ ; (24)
where the funtion F still needs to be spei�ed. We are interested in applying this to the asewhere the xn are samples of a funtion f 2 C1; however, our disussion of the boundednessof un; vn is valid for arbitrary input sequenes (xn)n2Z, provided jxnj � a < 1. (Note thatthis means we need to impose the additional requirement kfkL1 � a < 1 on f 2 C1 if wewant to derive a bound of type (23).
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Several hoies for F have been onsidered in the literature; see e.g. [2℄. One family ofhoies desribed in [2℄ is F (u; v; x) = u+ v + x ; (25)where  is a �xed parameter. A detailed disussion of the mathematial properties of thisfamily is given in [17℄. Another very interesting hoie, proposed by N. Thao [15℄, is
F (u; v; x) = 6x� 7sign(x)3 +�u+ x+ 3sign(x)2 �2 + 2(1� jxj)v : (26)

In both ases, one an prove that there exists a bounded set Aa � R 2 so that if jxnj � a forall n, and (u0; v0) 2 Aa, then (un; vn) 2 Aa for all n; see [17℄. It follows that we have uniformboundedness for the vn if xn = f �n�� for bandlimited f with kfkL1 � a, implying a ��2bound aording to (23). As in the �rst order ase, it turns out that for (26) this ��2 boundan be improved by a more detailed analysis; for onstant input, one ahieves a ��5=2 bound.For (25) an additional x-dependent o�set has to be inserted in F to obtain suh a ��5=2bound, without the insert one �nds only ��2. We refer to [10, 16, 17℄ for a detailed analysisand disussion of these shemes. Robustness is an issue for seond-order (and higher-order)shemes, just as it was for the �rst-order ase. In fat, the problem beomes trikier beausethe quantization sheme should be able to deal not only with imperfet quantizers, but alsowith impreisions in the multipliative fators de�ning F in (26) or (27) below. The analysisin [17℄ shows that we do indeed have suh robustness, for a wide family of seond-ordersigma-delta shemes. Proving more re�ned bounds than (23) for higher order �� shemes,even for onstant input, turns out to be muh harder than for �rst order (where already theanalysis leading to (16) is highly nontrivial { see [8℄). This is mainly beause even for xn � xonstant, the dynamial system (24) is muh more omplex that (7). In partiular, the mapR1;x : R ! Ru 7! u+ x� sign(u+ x)has [�1; 1℄ as an invariant set, regardless of the value of x 2 [�1; 1℄. In ontrast, the mapsR2;x : R 2 ! R 2 (27)�uv� 7! � u+ x� sign(u+ v2 + x)v + u+ x� sign(u+ v2 + x)�have similar invariant sets �x, whih now depend on the value of x 2 (�1; 1), however. Thesets �x have fasinating properties whih are still poorly understood; for instane, for eah�xed x;�x seems to be a tile for R 2 under translations by 2Z2 . (This tiling property isobserved for many F , although we know of no proof in general.) For x 6= 0, the �x for (25)an have interesting fratal boundaries; for \large" x, these �x are disonneted. (See Figure3.) On the other hand, the sets �x for (26) are onneted neighborhoods of (0; 0) boundedby four paraboli ars (see Figure 4); beause of the expliit haraterization of these sets, aproof that the 2Z2� translates of �x tile R 2 is straightforward in this ase. The smoothnessof the boundaries also makes it possible to re�ne (23) for this hoie of F and for onstantinput (see [10℄). 16
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Figure 3: The attrating invariant sets �x for two values of x (left: x = :2, right: x = :8)and for the hoie (25) for F , with  = :5. For x = :2, �x is polygon, with sides that an beomputed expliitly [10℄ ; for x = :8, �x is disonneted and fratal.
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Figure 4: The attrating invariant sets �x for two values of x (left: x = :5, right: x = :8) forthe hoie (26) for F .
Neither of the two shemes (25) or (26) are easy to generalize to higher order. We shalltherefore onentrate our attention here on yet another hoie for F ,F (u; v; x) = u+ x+M sign(v) ; (28)with M > 1 to be �xed below. For this hoie of F , we shall prove expliitly that theun; vn remain bounded if jxnj � a < 1 via an argument that we will be able to generalize toarbitrary order. With F as in (28), q�n in (24) has two regimes:� if jun�1 + xnj > M , then qn = sign(un�1 + xn)� if jun�1 + xnj �M , then qn = sign(vn�1).We now haveProposition 3.2 Suppose jxnj � a < 1 for all n 2 N . Choose F as in (28), withM � 1+2a,and let un; vn; qn be as de�ned by (24). Then, if ju0j �M + 1, we have junj �M + 1 for alln 2 N . Moreover, if v0 = 0, then jvnj � (M+2�a)22(1�a) for all n 2 N .17



We start by proving the following suession of Lemmas 3.1-3.4. In eah of these lemmas,we make the same assumptions as in the statement of Proposition 3.2.Lemma 3.1 If ju0j �M + 1, then junj �M + 1 for all n 2 N .ProofBy indution. Suppose jun�1j � M + 1. If jun�1 + xnj > M , then junj = jun�1 + xn �sign(un�1 + xn)j = jun�1 + xnj � 1 � jun�1j + a � 1 < M + 1. If jun�1 + xnj � M , thenjunj � jun�1 + xnj+ 1 �M + 1.Lemma 3.2 Suppose vk � 0, and vk+1; vk+2; : : : ; vk+L > 0. De�ne � to be the smallestinteger stritly larger than 2M1�a + 1. If L � �, then there exists at least one l 2 f1; : : : ; �gsuh that uk+l + xk+l+1 < �M + 1 + a.ProofSuppose uk+1 + xk+2; : : : ; uk+��1 + xk+� are all � �M + 1+ a. Beause vk+1; : : : ; vk+�+1 areall > 0, we have qk+2 =. . . = qk+� = 1, whih implies
uk+� + xk+��1 = uk + �Xl=2 (xk+l � qk+l) + xk+�+1

� M + 1 + (�� 1)(a� 1) + a < M + 1 + a� (1� a) 2M1� a= �M + 1 + a :Lemma 3.3 Let vk; vk+1; : : : ; vk+L be as in Lemma 3.2. If uk+l + xk+l+1 < �M + 1 + a forsome l 2 f1; : : : ; Lg, then we have, for all l0 satisfying l � l0 � L,uk+l0 + xk+l0+1 < �M + 1 + a :
ProofBy indution. Suppose uk+n+ xk+n+1 < �M +1+ a with n 2 f1; : : : ; L� 1g; we prove thatthis implies uk+n+1+xk+n+2 < �M +1+ a. If uk+n+xk+n+1 � �M , then qk+n+1 = 1 (sinevk+n > 0), hene uk+n+1 + xk+n+2 < �M + 1+ a+ xk+n+2 � 1 < �M + 1+ a. On the otherhand, if uk+n+xk+n�1 < �M , then qk+n+1 = �1, and uk+n+1+xk+n+2 < �M+1+xk+n+2 ��M + 1 + a.Lemma 3.4 Let vk; vk+1; : : : ; vk+L be as above. Then the uk+l derease monotonially in l,with uk+l�1� uk+l � 1� a, until uk+l+ xk+l+1 drops below �M +1+ a. All subsequent uk+l0with l0 � L remain negative.ProofAs long as uk+n+xk+n+1 � �M +1+a with n � L, we have qk+n+1 = 1, so uk+n�uk+n+1 =�xk+n+1 + 1 � 1� a. If uk+l + xk+l+1 < �M + 1+ a, then uk+l0 + xk+l0+1 < �M + 1+ a byLemma 3.3 if l0 2 fl; : : : ; Lg, so that uk+l0 < �M + 1 + 2a � 0.18



It is now easy to omplete the proof of Proposition 3.2:ProofLemma 3.1 already proved our assertion for the un. We shall prove here that vn � (M+2�a)22(1�a) .The lower bound follows analogously.Suppose vk+1; : : : ; vk+L is a streth of stritly positive vn, preeded by vk � 0. We havethen, for all m 2 f1; : : : ; Lg, vk+m = vk + mXl=1 uk+l � mXl=1 uk+l :By Lemma 3.4, these uk+l derease monotonially by at least (1 � a) at every step untilthey drop below a ertain negative value, after whih they stay negative. Consequently,uk+l � uk+1 � (1 � a)(l � 1) � (M + 1) � (1 � a)(l � 1), at least until this last expressiondrops below zero. It follows thatvk+m � maxn�1 nXl=1 ((M + 1)� (1� a)(l � 1))
� 12 ��M + 11� a �+ 1��2(M + 1)� �M + 11� a � (1� a)�
� (M + 2� a)22(1� a) :Remarks1. The bound on jvnj is signi�antly larger than that on junj. For a = :5, for instaneand M = 1 + 2a = 2, we have junj � 3 and jvnj � 12:25. Although we ould ertainlytighten up our estimates, the growth of the bounds on the interval state variables, aswe go to higher order shemes, is unavoidable. We shall ome bak to this later.2. It is not really neessary to suppose v0 = 0. If jv0j � A, then we have jvnj � A +12 (M+2�a)21�a for all n; moreover, one an index ` is reahed for whih v` and v`+1 di�erin sign, we have jvnj � 12 (M+2�a)21�a for all subsequent n.

3.3 A third-order �� shemeLet us onsider the onstrution we disussed for seond order, but take it one step further.We de�ne the reursion8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:

u(1)n = u(1)n�1 + xn � qnu(2)n = u(2)n�1 + u(1)nu(3)n = u(3)n�1 + u(2)n
qn = sign hu(1)n�1 + xn +M1 �sign(u(2)n�1 +M2 sign(u(3)n�1))�i

(29)
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where M1;M2 will be �xed below in suh a way as to ensure uniform boundedness of the(ju(3)n j)n2N , provided we start from appropriate boundary onditions. We assume again thatjxnj � a < 1 for all n � 0.There are now three regimes for the determination of the qn:� if ju(1)n�1 + xnj > M1, then qn = sign(u(1)n�1 + xn)� if ju(1)n�1 + xnj �M1, then two possibilities exist:{ if ju(2)n�1j > M2, then qn = sign(u(2)n�1){ otherwise, qn = sign(u(3)n�1).Let us indiate here how the arguments of subsetion 3.2 an be adapted to deal withthis ase. We shall keep this disussion to a sketh only; a formal proof of this third orderase will be implied by the formal proof for arbitrary order in the next subsetion. Thispreliminary disussion will help understand the more general onstrution, however.First of all, exatly the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 establishes thatju(1)n j �M1 + 1 = M 01.Next, imagine a long streth of u(2)n+1; u(2)n+2; : : : ; all > M2. Then the orresponding qn+l+1are all 1, unless u(1)n+l < �M1. Arguments similar to those in the proofs of Lemma 3.2-3.4then show that if u(1)n+1 > �M1+1+2a � 0, the u(1)n+l will derease monotonially, by at least(1�a) at eah step, until u(1)n+l+xn+l+1 drops below �M1+1+a (in at most �1 steps), afterwhih all the subsequent u(1)n+l0, in the streth are negative. As before, this argument (andits mirror for the lower bound) leads to ju(2)n j �M 02.One ould then imagine repeating the same argument again to prove the desired boundon the ju(3)n j: prove that if one has a long streth of u(3)l+1; : : : ; u(3)l+L that are all positive, thenneessarily the orresponding u(2)l+m must dip to negative values and remain negative, in suha way that the total possible growth of the u(3)l+m must remain bounded. We will have to makeup for a missing argument, however: when we followed this reasoning at the previous level,we were helped by the priori knowledge that onseutive u(1)n just di�er by some minimalamount, ju(1)n+1�u(1)n j � 1�a. We used this to ensure the speediness of the dropping u(1)l+m, andthus to bound the u(2)l+m. In our present ase, we have no suh a priori bound on ju(2)n+1�u(2)n j,so we need to �nd another argument to ensure suÆiently fast derease of the u(2)l+m. Whatfollows skethes how this an be done.Suppose u(3)l � 0; u(3)l+1; : : : ; u(3)l+L > 0. Then we must have, within the �rst �2 indies ofthis streth (with �2, independent of L, to be determined below) that some u(2)l+m � �M2.Indeed, if u(2)l+1; : : : ; u(2)l+�2�1 > �M2, then the orresponding ql+m are 1, unless u(1)l+m�1 < �M1.As before, this fores the u(1)l+m down, until they hit below �M1+a in at most �1 steps, afterwhih they remain below this negative value. This fores the u(2)l+m to derease, and one andetermine �2 so that if u(2)l+1; : : : ; u(2)l+�2�1 > �M2, then ul+�2 � �M2 must follow. One u(2)l+l0has dropped below �M2, the piture hanges. We an get ql+l0+k = �1, and the argumentthat kept the u(1)l+m down an then no longer be applied. In fat, some of the u(1)l+m with
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m > l0 may beome positive again, ausing the u(2)l+m to inrease. However, as soon as wehave �1 onseutive u(2)n > �M2, we must have for at least one of the orresponding indies,that u(1)n < �M1 + 1+ a, whih fores the subsequent u(1)n , below this value too, and we arebak in our yle foring the u(2)n , down until they hit below �M2. So if �M2 + �1M 01 � 0,then the u(2)n don't get a hane to grow to positive values within the �rst �1 indies afteru(2)l+l0 < �M2. This fores all the u(2)l+m to be negative for m = l0+1; : : : ; L; sine l0 � �2, thisthen leads, by the same argument as on the previous level, to a bound on u(3)l+m.In the next subsetion we present this argument formally, for shemes of arbitrary order;the proof onsists essentially of areful repeats of the last paragraph at every level. Thisthen also leads to estimates for the bounds M 0j.
3.4 Generalization to arbitrary orderWe assume again that jxnj � a < 1 for all n 2 N . To de�ne the �� sheme of order J forwhih we shall prove uniform boundedness of all internal variables, we �rst introdue thefollowing onstants.

�1 = �5(1 + a)1� a �+ 2M1 = 2(1 + a) (30)Mj = (3�1)j�14(j�1)(j�2)M1 j = 2; : : : ; J � 1MJ = 0The sheme itself is then de�ned as follows8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:

u(1)n = u(1)n�1 + xn � qnu(j)n = u(j)n�1 + u(j�1)n j = 2; : : : ; J
qn = signnu(1)n�1 +M1 sign hu(2)n�1 +M2 sign�u(3)n�1 + � � �+MJ�2sign�u(J�1)n�1 +MJ�1 sign(u(J)n�1)��io

(31)
If we write Un = u(J)n , then u(j)n = �J�jn (U) := PJ�jl=0 �J�jl �(�1)lUn�l. As initial onditionswe take u(j)�1 = 0 for j = 1; : : : ; J ; we start the reursion at n = 0. We then have the followingproposition:Proposition 3.3 Suppose jxnj � a < 1 for all n 2 N . Let Mj for j = 1; : : : ; J , be de-�ned as in (31), and let the sequenes (qn)n2N and (u(j)n )n2N ; j = 1; : : : ; J , be as de�nedby (22), with initial onditions u(j)�1 = 0 for j = 1; : : : ; J . Then Un := u(J)n satis�esjUnj � 12(3�1)J�14(J�1)(J�2)M1 for all n 2 N .RemarkNote that this sheme is slightly di�erent from the ones onsidered so far, in that the formula
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for qn inludes u(1)n�1 only and not the ombination u(1)n�1 + xn. This is done merely foronveniene: it avoids having to single out the ase j = 1 as a speial ase whenever wewrite general lemmas for the u(j)n , below. Similar bounds an be proved when xn is inludedin the formula for qn; we expet that the numerial onstants might be slightly better (asthey are in the �rst and seond order ase) but their general behavior will be similar.The proof of Proposition 3.3 is essentially along the lines skethed for the third-orderase, albeit more tehnial in order to deal with the general ase. The whole argument isone big indution on j. We start by stating two lemmas for the lowest value of j, to starto� the indution argument.Lemma 3.5 ju(1)n j �M1 + 1 + a for all n 2 N .ProofThe argument is very similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 3.1, exept that xn doesnot appear in the de�nition of qn. We work by indution. Suppose ju(1)n�1j � M1 + 1 + a.If ju(1)n�1j > M1, then qn and u(1)n�1 have the same sign, so ju(1)n j � ju(1)n�1j � 1 + jxnj �ju(1)n�1j � 1 + a � ju(1)n�1j �M1 + 1 + a.If ju(1)n�1j �M1, then ju(1)n j � ju(1)n�1j+ 1 + a �M1 + 1 + a.Lemma 3.6 If u(2)n+1; : : : ; u(2)n+N > M2, with N � �1, then there must exist l 2 f1; : : : ; �1gsuh that u(1)n+l < �M1. Moreover, for all l0 2 fl; : : : ; Ng we have then u(1)n+l0 < �M1+1+a. Asimilar statement holds if we start with u(2)n+1; : : : ; u(2)n+N < �M2, and other signs are reversedaordingly.ProofThe argument is again similar to the proofs of Lemmas 3.2-3.3. Suppose u(1)n+1; : : : ; u(1)n+�1�1are all � �M1. Then we have qn+2 = � � � = qn+�1 = 1. Hene
u(1)n+�1 = u(1)n+1 + �1Xl=2 (xn+l � qn+l) �M1 + 1 + a� (�1 � 1)(1� a)< 3(1a)� 5(+a) = �M1 :This establishes that u(1)n+l < �M1 for some l 2 f1; : : : ; �1g. Next, suppose that u(1)n+r <�M1 + 1 + a, for some r with l � r � N � 1. If u(1)n+r � �M1, then qn+r+1 = 1, heneu(1)n+r+1 = u(1)n+r + xn+r+1 � 1 < u(1)n+r < �M1 + 1 + a; if u(1)n+r < �M1, then u(1)n+r+1 <�M1 + 1+ jxn+r+1j � �M1 + 1+ a. In both ases, u(1)n+r+1 < �M1 + 1+ a, and we ontinueby indution.

Next we introdue auxiliary onstants, for j = 1; : : : ; J � 1,�j = 42(j�1)�1M 0j = 32MjM 00j = 12Mj
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as well as M 0J = 12(3�1)J�14(J�1)(J�2)M1. These have been tailored so as to satisfy, forj = 2; : : : ; J � 1, Mj = 2M 0j�1�j�1�j = �j�1 + (Mj +M 0j)=M 00j�1M 0j = Mj +M 0j�1�j�1M 00j = Mj �M 0j�1�j�1 ;in addition, the third formula also holds for j = J .We now state our general lemmas, used in the indution argument.Lemma 3.7 (j)ju(j)n j �M 0j for n 2 N .Lemma 3.8 (j)If u(j+1)n+1 ; : : : ; u(j+1)n+N > Mj+1, with N � �j, then there must be l 2 f1; : : : ; �jg so thatu(j)n+l < �Mj. Moreover, for all l0 2 fl; : : : ; Ng, one then has u(j)n+l0 < �M 00j . A similarstatement holds if we start with u(j+1)n+1 ; : : : ; u(j+1)n+N < �Mj+1, and other signs are reversedappropriately.Our indution argument then alternates two steps:a. Lemmas 3.7(j) + Lemma 3.8(j) implies Lemma 3.7(j + 1)b. Lemmas 3.7(k) + 3.8(k) for k � j, together with Lemma 3.7(j + 1), implies Lemma3.8(j + 1).Sine the ase j = 1 is established (see Lemmas 3.5, 3.6), indution will ultimately get usto a proof of Lemma 3.7(J), whih will omplete the proof of Proposition 3.3. It remains toprove steps a and b.Proof of step aWe prove only that u(j+1)n �M 0j+1; the inequality u(j+1)n � �M 0j+1 is analogous.Assume u(j+1)n � Mj+1; u(j+1)n+1 ; : : : ; u(j+1)n+N > Mj+1. We need to show that none of theseu(j+1)n+l ; l = 1; : : : ; N , an exeed M 0j+1. We have u(j+1)n+l = u(j+1)n +Plk=1 u(j)n+k.By Lemma 3.8(j), at most the �rst �j terms in the sum an be positive, and eah ofthose is bounded by M 0j by Lemma 3.7(j). Therefore, for eah l 2 f1; : : : ; Ng,u(j+1)n+l �Mj+1 + �jM 0j = M 0j+1 :Proof of step bThis step is the most ompliated. In order to prove this indution step, we invoke a thirdtehnial Lemma, that will itself be proved by indution. We put ourselves in the frameworkwhere Lemmas 3.7(k) are proved for k � j + 1, as well as Lemmas 3.8(k) for k � j.
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Lemma 3.9 (j + 1)Let j 2 f1; : : : ; J � 2g be �xed. Take any k 2 f1; : : : ; jg. Suppose u(j+2)n+1 ; : : : ; u(j+2)n+N >Mj+2 with N � �j+1. Suppose that the set S � fn + 1; : : : ; n + Ng satis�es the followingrequirements:� S onsists of onseutive indies only, and ontains at least �k elements, i.e. S =fn+m+ 1; : : : ; n+M +mg for some m � 0 and M � �k� u(l)r � �Ml for all r 2 S, all l 2 fk + 1; : : : ; j + 1gThen any �k onseutive elements in S must ontain at least one r suh that u(k)r < �Mk.Moreover, one u(k)r < �Mk, for an r 2 S, then we have u(k)r0 � �M 00k for all r0 2 S; r0 � r.ProofBy indution on k. We assume Lemmas 3.7(j0) and 3.8(j0) hold for j0 � j + 1 and j0 � jrespetively.1. The ase k = 1.� We have u(j0)s � �Mj0 for all s 2 S, and all j0 2 f2; : : : ; jg. We must prove thatif we have �1 � 1 onseutive elements in S, numbered r + 1; : : : ; r + �1 � 1, forwhih u(1)r+1; : : : ; u(1)r+�1�1 � �M1, then neessarily u(1)r+�1 < �M1.But if u(1)r+1; : : : ; u(1)r+�1�1 � �M1, then qr+2 = � � � = qr+�1 = 1 (beause all theindies are in S, so that for eah s, u(j0)s � �Mj0 if j0 2 f2; : : : ; jg, and u(j+1)s >Mj+1.) It follows that
u(1)r+�1 = u(1)r+1 + r+�1Xm=r+2(xm � qm)� M 01 + (�1 � 1)(a� 1) < �M1� Next we must show that if u(1)r < �M1 for some r 2 S, then u(1)r0 < �M 001 forr0 � r; r0 2 S.This is again done as in the proof of Lemma 3.5, by indution on r0:{ assume u(1)r0�1 < �M 001{ if u(1)r0�1 < �M1, then u(1)r0 < �M1 + a+ 1 = �M 001if u(1)r0�1 � �M1, then qr0 = 1 and u(1)r0 = u(1)r0�1+a�1 � �M 001 +a�1 < �M 001 .This ompletes the proof of the ase k = 1 of Lemma 3.9(j).2. Suppose the lemma holds for k = 1; : : : ; k0 � 1, with k0 � j. Let's then prove it fork = k0.Take a set S that satis�es all the requirements for k = k0.
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� In a �rst part, we must prove that among any �k0 onseutive elements in S thereis at least one r suh that u(k0)r < �Mk0 . That is, we must prove that if we an�nd u(k0)s+1; : : : ; u(k0)s+�k0�1 that are all � �Mk0, then u(k0)s+�k0 must be < �Mk0 .De�ne ~S = fs+ 1; : : : ; s+ �k0 � 1g � S. Then ~S satis�es all the requirements inLemma 3.9(j+1) for k = k0�1. By the indution hypothesis, it follows that thereis a t among the �rst �k0�1 elements of ~S suh that u(k0�1)t < �Mk0�1. Moreover,for all t0 2 ~S exeeding this t, u(k0�1)t0 < �M 00k0�1. It follows that
u(k0)s+�k0 = u(k0)t�1 + s+�k0�1Xt0=t+1 u(k0�1)t0 + u(k0�1)t + u(k0�1)s+�k0

< M 0k0 � (�k0 � 1� �k0�1)M 00k0�1 �Mk0�1 + (�M 00k0�1 +M 0k0�2)
= M 0k0 � (�k0 � �k0�1)M 00k0�1 �Mk0�1 +M 0k0�2
= M 0k0 � Mk0 +M 0k0M 00k0�1 M 00k0�1 �Mk0�1 +M 0k0�2
= �Mk0 �Mk0�1 +M 0k0�2 � �Mk0 ;where in the �rst inequality, we used Lemmar 3.7 (k0 � 1) to bound eah of theentries in the sum and we bounded the last term by writing u(k0�1)s+�k0 = u(k0�1)s+�k0�1 +u(k0�2)s+�k0�1 .� In this seond part, we must prove that if, for r 2 S, u(k0)r < �Mk0, then all r0 2 Swith r0 � r must satisfy u(k0)r0 < �M 00k0 .For r0 > r, let r00 = maxft � r0;u(k0)t < �Mk0g. Then u(k0)r00+1; : : : ; u(k0)r0�1 � �Mk0 .By the indution hypothesis, we must have, among the �rst �k0�1 of these (if thestreth is that long) an index t so that u(k0�1)t < �Mk0�1, and all later t0 in thestreth will have u(k0�1)t0 � �M 00k0�1. It follows that the u(k0)r00+1; : : : ; u(k0)r0�1 annotinrease after the �rst �k0�1 � 1 entries:max hu(k0)r00+1; : : : ; u(k0)r0�1i � max hu(k0)r00+1; : : : ; u(k0)r00+�k0�1�1i� uk0r00 +maxl2f1;:::;�k0�1�1gPll0=1 u(k0�1)r00+l0 < �Mk0 + (�k0�1 � 1)M 0k0�1 :Hene u(k0)r0 � u(k0)r0�1 +M 0k0�1 � �Mk0 + �k0�1M 0k0�1 = �M 00k0 : This ompletesthe proof of Lemma 3.9(j).We an now use this to omplete theProof of step b:Assume Lemmas 3.7(j0) and 3.8(j0) hold for j0 � j, as well as Lemma 3.7(j + 1). This alsoallows us to use Lemma 3.9(j0) for j0 � j. 25



� Suppose now u(j+2)n+1 ; : : : ; u(j+2)n+N > Mj+2 with N � �j+1. We have to prove that amongthe �rst �j+1 elements of this streth, we have one for whih u(j+1)n+l < �Mj+1. As usual,we assume u(j+1)n+1 ; : : : ; u(j+1)n+�j+1�1 � �Mj+1 (and we need to establish u(j+1)n+�j+1 < �Mj+1).De�ne S by S = fn + 1; : : : ; n + �j+1 � 1g, and �x k = j. Then, S; k satisfy all theonditions in Lemma 3.9 (j + 1). It follows that at most the �rst �j � 1 elements of San orrespond to u(j)r � �Mj. Therefore the max of fu(j+1)t ; t 2 Sg must be ahievedamong the �rst �j � 1 elements, andu(j+1)n+�j+1 < maxfu(j+1)t ; t 2 fn+ 1; : : : ; n+ �j + 1gg � (�j+1 � �j � 1)M 00j�M 0j+1 � (�j+1 � �j)M 00j = �Mj+1
� Next, we need to prove that if u(j+1)n+l < �Mj+1 for some l 2 f1; : : : ; Ng, then u(j+1)n+l0 ��M 00j+1 for l0 2 fl; : : : ; Ng. De�ne l00 := maxft � l0 : u(j+1)n+t < �Mj+1g. Thenu(j+1)n+l00+1; : : : ; u(j+1)n+l0�1 � �Mj+1. We have again that the max of these must be obtainedamong the �rst �j�1 entries (sine after that, the u(j+1)s must derease monotonously),so that max[u(j+1)n+l00+1; : : : ; u(j+1)n+l0�1℄ � u(j+1)n+l00 +P�j�1s=1 ju(j)n+l00+sj< �Mj+1 + (�j � 1)M 0j) u(j+1)n+l0 � u(j+1)n+l0�1 +M 0j � �Mj+1 + �jM 0j = �M 00j+1 :� We have thus proved Lemma 3.8(j+1), ompleting the proof of step b in our indutionproess.Remarks� There is learly a lot of room for obtaining tighter bounds. By being more areful, onean replae the fator 4(J�1)(J�2) in M 0J by (J�1)(J�2) with  < 4. We have not beenable to redue the growth in J of the exponent below a quadrati, however. We shallome bak to this, and its impliations, in the next setion.� As in the lower order speial ases, it is not really ruial to start with u(j)�1 = 0; otherinitial onditions an also be hosen, with minimal impat on the bounds.

4 Conlusions and open problemsOur onstrution in setion 3 showed that it is possible to onstrut stable ��-quantizersof arbitrary order. The quantizers (31) are, however, very far from shemes built in pratiefor 1-bit ��-quantization. Often, suh pratial shemes involve not only higher orderdi�erenes (as in our family), but also additional onvolutional �lters; it is not lear to us atthis point what mathematial role is played by these �lters. It may well be that they allowthe bounds on the internal state variables to be smaller numerially than in our onstrution.This is ertainly one topi for future work. 26



In addition, other notions of \stability" are often desirable in pratie. For instane,audio signals often have strethes in time where they are uniformly small in amplitude. Itwould be of interest to ensure that the internal state variables of the system then also fallbak (after a transition time) into a bounded range muh smaller than their full dynamirange. At present, we know of no onstrution to ensure this mathematially.The fast growth of our bounds Mj in subsetion 3.4 is also unsatisfatory from the purelytheoretial point of view. The ombination of Propositions 3.1 and 3.3 leads, for f 2 C1 withkfkL1 � a < 1, to the estimate�����f(x)� 1�Xn q(k);�n g(x� n� ����� � C 1�k�k�k2 ;
where we have absorbed the bound on k dkgdxk kL1 into �k (whih is possible for appropriatelyhosen g, within the onstraints of (5)), and where we write q(k);�n for the output of the k-thorder ��-quantizer (31), given input �f(n�)�n2Z . Given �, we an then selet the optimalk�, whih leads to the estimate�����f(x)� 1�Xn q(�)n g(x� n� ����� � C 0�� log� ;
where q(�)n = q(k�);�n . By spending � bits per Nyquist interval, we thus obtain a preisionwith an asymptoti behavior that is better than any inverse polynomial in �, but thatis still far from the exponential deay in � that one would get from spending the bits onbinary approximations to samples taken at a frequeny slightly above the Nyquist frequeny.We don't know how muh of this huge disrepany is due to our method of proof, to ourstable family itself, or to the limitation of ��-quantization shemes in general. In [1℄ itis proved that ��-shemes an never obtain the optimal auray of binary expansions;sub-optimal but still exponential deay in � is not exluded by [1℄, however. It would be ofgreat interest to see what the information-theoreti onstraints are on ��-shemes or otherpratial quantization shemes for redundant information; a �rst disussion (inluding otherrobust quantizers) will be given in [3℄, but there are still many open problems.AknowledgmentsWe thank Sinan G�unt�urk and Thao Nguyen for helpful disussions onerning the topiof this paper. One of us (I.D.) would also like to thank the Air Fore OÆe for Sienti�Researh for partial support, as well as the Institute for Advaned Study in Prineton forits hospitality during the writing of this paper. The other author wishes to thank PrinetonUniversity for sabbatial support and the OÆe of Naval Researh for support of his researh.Both authors gratefully aknowledge the support of a National Siene Foundation KDI grantsupporting their work.
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